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Like The Sun - Tara Farrugia
___________________________________________________________________________

I watch you dance – preening your feathers like the
stuffed owl in the cabinet, mimicking palm trees by
Hawaiian shores, a spectacle for us all. You are Jimi
Hendrix at Woodstock, thousands of naked bodies mill in
amusement at your performance. You are the hinge that
has flown off the door; the waters have barged through
like we foolishly never expected them to. We are wet, we
will drown, and we laugh at the idea.
Like the spiders that fornicate and then devour, you
are the female and I am the man. This is a gender
reversal for metaphor‟s sake. Feed me your venom and
I‟ll come back for more. I‟m whispering. Thank you for
showing me what it is to want to burn, to want to burn like
a fabulous yellow roman candle.
Cup my face and pour your fire down my throat. A
drill sergeant in the making, I gave you twenty and you
were obliged to be an eagle and fly me away to lands
undiscovered, where minds map the barren waste and
bold splashes of colour make everything so square.
Shapes and hues blind us for the moment, there is
everything, there is nothing, and there is only you and I
and the brilliance of white.
I am staring into the sun.
Somewhere between the laughter and the flood, I lost
my footing; our tango now slapstick, my mouth too full of
shoe to speak. You hiss nasty things without a face to
share the joke, and I am the aftermath of a party, an
empty plastic cup in the corner, a deflated balloon on the
letterbox.
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Like The Sun
__________________________________________________________________________

I will bow before this jury, all twelve seats containing
you. You are the blanket I shiver beneath, you are the
tiger I fear in dreams, and I wait for the verdict, your
hungry mouth salivating.

ZineWest Launch venue in 2010

“Connect Studios is a project of Parramatta City Council’s
Riverside Theatres and the City Culture, Tourism and
Recreation Unit... Connect Studios is an incubator and
education centre for contemporary performance practice,
its styles and techniques...”
www.riversideparramatta.com.au
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Bush Morning - Winifred Wiebelitz
____________________________________________________________________________

The dew drops fall like diamonds on the grass
And sparkle, colour bright, like shards of glass.
The zephyr clouds are buoyed upon the breeze
floating fat pink ladies o‟er the trees
whose gnarled old branches hold the tender vines
that circle ever closer as they climb.
The bellbird trills a message to his mate –
Come fly and catch some food our chicks to sate.
The dawn is breaking, blazing red and gold
pinpricks of fire in every crease and fold.
A spider‟s web hangs heavy with moist gems
retaining shape though tethered to bent stems.
Blue mountain gum trees waft their perfumes high
sweet eucalyptus scent envelops clear blue sky.

Image: S. Crawford
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Rain – Elizabeth Craggs
__________________________________________________________________________

Millions of translucent rain drops smash themselves into
the equally translucent window. They stick to the
perfectly smooth surface looking like infant slugs – flat
bottom and a convex curved top. But unlike slugs, they
are not alive. These droplets cannot move by
contracting their muscles and inching forward. So how
does a rain drop come to be stuck against my window?
It takes just three little molecules – two called
hydrogen and one called oxygen. These molecules link
together using what else but hydrogen bonds. If I drew
this molecule for you it would look like a triangle, with
oxygen at the top and the twin hydrogens balancing at
the bottom. This link is strong, and it makes the water
essentially sticky. For when I draw my finger through a
drop, it seems to follow and when I lead this single drop
to another they join, becoming a larger drop through
which I can draw my finger.
The substance we call water has now been formed.
But it still needs to take the journey that led to it
becoming stuck on my window. Water is abundant –
covering three quarters of the earth. It pools in oceans,
rivers, even icebergs and the like. Here it sits, but not
quietly nor still. It‟s being a home for aquatic life. Being
something that the wind can act on, to produce waves
that erode the beach face. Being something that
transports nutrients for the land, that comes during
floods.
Along with the myriad of water sources that are
attached to the land, there is yet more water softly
floating in the atmosphere. The sun uses its light and
warmth to entice Earth bound water into the sky.
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Rain
____________________________________________________________________________

Here the water drifts unknown and unseen, until it meets
a cloud. The clouds continue to drink this cherished
vapour, until they have their filled their stomachs. The
clouds‟ stomachs become heavy, just like a human‟s after
a large, delicious meal. It is now that the cloud must
return the water back to Earth.
The water returns. As a solid snowflake, as a
gaseous fog or like today, as a liquid rain drop that sticks
to my window.

Image: R. Le’ Vano
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Waters of Babylon – Anne Benjamin
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sarah turned the envelope over in her hands, unwilling to
open it, and impatient to do so. It had been left on her desk
this morning. Risky, using her work address, but Mr P. Eye
had done what she‟d asked. She looked again –

Attn: Ms Sarah Watergate. Confidential.
‘How are you this morning, my dear?‟ Distracted, she
had not noticed the CEO arrive. Sarah was always very busy
at her desk when her boss arrived each morning.
„Oh, fine, Mr Mahony. Have a nice day.‟ Recovering her
usual sweetness she tucked some of her shiny dark hair
behind one ear.
„You make my day nice, Sarah. I wish everyone was like
you,‟ he said and moved on, his chief of staff, Paul, following
a little behind.
„I‟ve made my recommendations for the new PA,‟ Paul
said and winked at her. She hummed to herself,
absentmindedly rubbing the large mole on her left thigh.
She was dead set to get the job as old Mahony‟s PA.
Thanks to a little flirtation with Paul late one night. Balding,
pot-bellied Paul. Bor-ing as. Probably couldn‟t believe his
good luck that night. She‟d string him on if she had to.
She waited till lunchtime to open the letter. Wind chilled
the early spring sunshine as she sat by the river, holding the
edges of the letter between long enamelled nails. She gazed
across the Yarra to the city towers. Behind Flinders Street
Station, behind St Paul's – the executive corner office she
dreamed of. After that, who knows?
She held out her left hand, moving it so that the sun and
water glinted off the massive rock on her engagement
finger. What would the letter tell her about Damien Devine of
Vine Bars Inc? They suited each other, her and Damien.
Whirling along in his Beemer. He fitted her plans. Charming
7

Waters of Babylon – Anne Benjamin
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

sod, he flirted with any skirt that came into the bar. All the
more exciting when he had put the big question. To her? He
could have asked anyone to marry him.
„Wake up, Sarah,‟ her girlfriend Alida kept warning. „He‟s
got bimbos all over town.‟
Sarah had finally hired P. Eye to find out. Damien was fun
and funky, but if he was cheating on her, she'd make him pay.
She peeled open the envelope. Eased out a note clipped to a
grainy black and white photograph.

Dear Ms Watergate,
As per your instruction I observed Mr DD. A nice
young bloke and he runs a very charming establishment.
I thought he should see this. This is your copy.
No fee required. P.Eye.
A photo. Not Damien at all. An older, pot-bellied man, thin
on top, and a woman. Skin. Legs, arms, entwined. A showy
diamond on one finger. Something dark on one limb. „Traitor.‟
She scratched furiously at the spot on the photo as if to erase
it: a mole on the woman's leg.
The Melbourne sky had become overcast. A rush of wind
whisked the paper from her shaking fingers. It pirouetted
above her, then settled gracefully on the green-brown waters
of the Yarra and floated out of view.
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I wouldn’t have minded staying longer
steve duffy_____________________________________________________________
early risen full moon
glimpsed briefly through clouds
racing the wind
the aftertaste of brief summer rain
mingles
with the smell of late afternoon new mown grass
teasing memories of childhood
we sit on the verandah
and watch the world go about its business
shopping catalogues we‟ll never read
are delivered by a man walking his dog
two birds, one stone
a waste of old growth forests
remind me, will you, to get a no junk mail sticker
the kids next door
are playing cricket in the twilight
our yard is long on
we watch a cracking straight drive for six
get caught by the tree
in the neighbour‟s yard on the other side
before light is declared
and mothers call players back to the pavilion
someone somewhere is having a barbecue
smells good
twilight turns full dark
the ghost light full moon illuminates enough
we battle feasting mozzies
for a short time
before heading inside ourselves
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Who are these people? Morag Sutton
____________________________________________________________________________

My eyes are deceiving me. I am here yet where is here? I am
me but who is me? I check my skin and see that I am white yet
all around me there are people of colour; the word African
comes into my mind but what is African?
The Africans are staring at me and pointing at my pale
skin; discussing me as if I am not here. I try to open my mouth
to communicate with them but the words are chopped off
somewhere between mind, thought and mouth. I manage to
appear to be mimicking a goldfish in its kissing poses as it
does laps of its bowl. My eyes are moistening as it dawns on
me that you can‟t unscramble an egg and my brain feels like
scrambled eggs. Momentarily I mourn for my old mind; the one
that used to work. Now the mind is still here but it is between
jobs at the moment.
My heart is pounding; my mouth is dry. A dark hand holds
mine aloft and seems to smack it, stating Give me five! I am
baffled; my mind is totally befuddled. Dark skinned children
gather closer to witness this ritual and strike up a chorus as
they smack hands all around and repeat the mantra High five.
„It won‟t be long now. The hospital vehicle is on its way,‟ I
am advised. There is a word for that and I usually teach it very
early in my English language classes; at that moment I have
no idea what that word is and I am reduced to tears by the
situation. Then the word ambulance comes to my mind and I
think it is a funny word but it feels like a mammoth task trying
to decide on its meaning because the searching for the word
did not connect with the finding of it.
A noise is screaming in my ears and growing louder by the
second. A vehicle screeches to a stop and two men alight and
approach me where I sit. I am asked for my name and address
and I look around trying to find them.
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Who are these people?
__________________________________________________________________________

I find it difficult to move one of my hands and I stare at it as if
it is not connected to my body.
Then one of the men asks, „What were you doing when
you became unwell?‟
I gaze at him and my mouth starts its vain attempt at
speech again. This is both frustrating and agonising and I
feel the tears starting to flow once more.
I am placed on a mobile bed and told to lie still as I am
wheeled to the rear of the vehicle and shunted inside.
„Poor old dear must have had a stroke,‟ the attendant
remarks to his offsider. „It‟s a good thing the Sudanese kids
were so quick off the mark calling us.‟
„One of them said he‟d been taught about stroke
awareness just last week at his Conversational English
class; bleeding good job too! They said she is their tutor and
they want her back soon.‟
„Let‟s get her straight to Blacktown Hospital and they‟ll
pump some of that wonder medicine into her.‟
The siren sounds once more. Its squeal is more
comforting than distressing; more hypnotic than melodic and
more purposeful than before.
My mind is still scrambled but soon the fog will clear.
I will fight this and return to the Sudanese kids; I will teach
them the meaning of words like ambulance and faith again.
The older girls will tell me of the day they thought they‟d lost
me. The younger kids will give me high fives and the older
boys will teach me the African handshake with such gusto I
will feel like I have come home.
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Survivor – George Toseski
____________________________________________________________________________

The way the placement of a tooth
In the mouth, in relation to others
can affect a life.
Always the tongue probing
the same flaw
And finding it each time
as new.
The persistence of futility.
But we live by taking our minds
off things,
Distractions uncovered while scrambling
For the last cigarette in the house.
The way we find warmth in a cool room
By sitting close to the window.
The silent and determined growth of the lawn.
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The Pendulum – Ilona Krueger
__________________________________________________________________________

The wind is tossing me about leaving me in a state of
agitated limbo. It is the most difficult decision I have
ever had to make. Like a pendulum I swing back and
forth not knowing what my better judgement has to say.
I am a tiny boat, helplessly flailed about by a huge
ocean, unable to steer any particular course, a victim of
the agenda of the governing undercurrents.
Deciding at what age to leave school had not been
so hard. Deciding what career path I would pursue had
been simple compared to this. And even the decision
whether or not to marry in my mid-twenties had been
less of a dilemma.
So what should I do? Who should I ask for help?
Should I take a firm hold of the rudder and redeem my
role in planning my own life? Still I thrash about, the
waves threatening to engulf me.
I am a bird, caught in a storm, the wind thrusting its
force against my tiny body. My wings beat madly and I
am in full knowledge that my life is in the hands of the
elements. I cannot head north, I cannot head south. I
am struggling to keep alive. What do you do to keep
alive? Breathe... suffer... breathe... pray...? How do you
prevent disaster? How do you cope with the torment of
indecision, inactivity... inability?
I am a blind man, escaping down an alley. Running,
in my fashion, away from danger, my cane furiously
giving a semblance of guidance. Walls, loose stones,
doors... which path should I take? Which path will lead
me to safety, which path will lead me to disaster? I have
lost my sense of intuition and irrationality begins to
creep over me.
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The Pendulum
____________________________________________________________________________

So here I am now, in full awareness that sooner or later I
will have to make a decision, for better or for worse. My
first decision is to take charge, to stop myself from being
battered about the ocean like the little boat. Or like the
bird, to focus every fibre of my body on survival and fly
out of the chaos. Or perhaps like the blind man, to banish
panic, and rely once more on my intuition for guidance.
Calmly now, I pick up my pencil and put a number in
each square. I fold the ballot paper, serenely put it into
the relevant box and thank my lucky stars that I won‟t
have to go through this again for four years.

Image: Kirtika Kain (A Short Season of Migration)
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A Short Season of Migration – Farid Farid
____________________________________________________________________________

Nafas Nafas…
Nafas Nafas. I beg of you I want some air.
Nafas Nafas. I am in need of some air.
Nafas Nafas. I want just a window of air.
Nafas Nafas. They promised me there would be air.
Nafas Nafas. It is my turn to go up and smell some air in the
corniche of life before we are all buried together in the graves
of water.
Nafas Nafas. I am tired from all the cerebral screams – isn‟t
there anyone who is going to utter and say something
publicly?
Nafas Nafas. My mother‟s words sear through my skin. She
told me I should forget this journey and work with my
grandfather.
Nafas Nafas. I will never forget this smell. Sweat and
exhaustion mixed in a cocktail of hope and despair.
Nafas Nafas. You reminded me I am thirsty. No vinegar please
– enough the bitterness of this journey. Six months and three
days. We are all like Jonah but none of us can sleep.
Nafas Nafas. At least we aren‟t in a den of lions but a whale –
yes a whale!
A wooden whale that devours the bones of my body,
that salivates while extracting the will of my blood,
that wears the garment of my dreams,
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A Short Season of Migration
____________________________________________________________________________

that delights in the weariness of my stomach,
that rests when it sees my lonely insides,
that navigates without ceasing in the waves of my being.
Nafas Nafas. Are we in a political hurricane or is the water just
rusty?
Nafas Nafas. I wished I could step on Lampedusa. An island
like a bride. I wanted to marry her and live off her. Her dowry
would be my passport and she would say merci and your
travails are much appreciated.
Nafas Nafas. My map has neared.
Nafas Nafas. And the corpses have mounted.
Nafas Nafas. In the middle of the Mediterranean sea.
Nafas Nafas. Benjamin‟s angels have started to come, they
look like the girl from Respiro.
Nafas Nafas. Wasn‟t this film shot here? I swear if I was the
hero I would have lived off my riches and forfeited this painful
journey.
Nafas Nafas. My veins are wrapping around me like seaweed
– green in the red sea.
Nafas Nafas. Red Sea? Wasn‟t this the Mediterranean?
Nafas Nafas. Oh, this fateful voyage is coming to an end.
Nafas Nafas. But there is no return ticket.
Nafas Nafas. Khalas, there is no more nafas!
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Saturday 2:45 am – J. Hemsley
__________________________________________________________________________

Anton answers the insistent phone. It‟s someone
called Steve from the security company advising that
Molly‟s new personal alarm has gone off.
Still in our pyjamas, we jump into the car and make
the three minute trip to her flat. After letting ourselves in
with the spare key, we‟re confused as to what to do
because she appears to be sound asleep.
Knowing that security will ring back within
moments, we decide to wake her. „It‟s only us,‟ we say
as she opens her eyes, understandably startled.
„Did you hear those voices out in the street?‟ she
asks, realising who we are, „Is that why you‟re here?‟
„No Mum,‟ replies Anton, „I think the voices were
only security on the intercom trying to rouse you. You
apparently activated your alarm. Is everything all right?‟
„Damn thing,‟ she says, pulling at the compact unit
hanging from her neck, „I must have set it off in my
sleep.‟
Satisfied Molly isn‟t in any danger, Anton explains the
situation to Steve who reluctantly admits that it‟s a
common occurrence amongst new clients.
„This business of getting old and having to rely on
other people is no fun at all,‟ says Molly sighing deeply,
„but listen, I am all right and I‟m very sorry to have
disturbed you. Now please, please go home.‟
We collapse into bed at 3:30 am. Anton falls
asleep immediately.
I, on the other hand, can‟t help but wait for the
other shoe to drop.
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The Joker – Emma Rule
____________________________________________________________________________

So what do you think of the Joker‟s face?
Is he smiling at you?
Or laughing at you?
What is the difference?
A harmless smile.
A sinister grin.
The murderer will let the cat in,
Just before he creeps to your
bedroom.
He smiles tenderly,
As moonlight dapples your
sleeping face.
Will he wake you
To share the joke?
Better so,
Don‟t you think?
The cat walks in and rubs against his leg.
An old friend, perhaps?
Him at number 10,
Leaves a bowl of milk
Now and then.
Purr, pussy, purr.
The sense of familiar will throw the sleepers
As they wake.
„Mrs Kilroy! Mrs Kilroy! I‟ve found your cat.
18

The Joker
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sorry to wake you
But he was crying.‟
He wants to shout it
But whispers quietly instead.
Chuckling, he licks his lips.
Sharing a joke is always more fun.
Teeth flash
A yellow grin.
A razor slices,
Lightning fast.
He leaves puss sleeping
At the foot of the bed.
Blood seeps slowly
Into a pink eiderdown.
After the fact,
One may note,
That a Joker‟s smile
Is never sincere.
More a maniacal grinning from ear to ear.
„Such a sad and frightening story, Mrs Kilroy,‟
He smiles sympathetically.
„A cruel joke indeed.
And to think,
He drank milk at my doorstep
Only two mornings since!‟
Image: R. Le‟ Vano
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Warm Hands – Lea Carswell
____________________________________________________________________________

A weak cry
breaks into my sleep-fog like a clarion
1:04 on the bedside clock
I‟m not moving yet. I snuggle down
pull the quilt around my ears
and shrink from the starkness of thought.
Is she cold? I should fix the blankets…
A whimper, thin
1:09
she is sinking back into a deepening sleep
I am awake and raw.
A circular yowl, from her sister.
They are so much the same
but their cries completely their own.
What do my 3 year olds dream about?
I‟m up. It‟s dark in their room.
I touch their backs,
feel their breathing, their ribs.
Crouching between beds
my fingertips slide into their open hands,
which curl slightly at the touch.
Their hands are warm with life.
I am above them; their forms become clearer in the night.
One is a scrunched tissue, crinkled and soft; about
to spring into a new shape.
One is a board; squared shoulders outlined on the clean
white sheets.
Their frames are spare – they have no fat.
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Warm Hands
__________________________________________________________________________

I remember photos like this,
taken from above them in the humidicribs.
The camera, stretched up over the box,
saw them from an angle I couldn‟t reach.

All the babies were out of reach.
It was hard to hold their hands
with tubes and plastic and nurses and worry
often crowding us out.
Now, as then
we‟re not the only ones in the room.
I‟m not the only one watching over them.
I remember again to say thank you.
Image: Kirtika Kain
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Father’s Day – David Toohey
____________________________________________________________________________

If another catalogue comes through my letter box around
Father‟s Day, urging my family to buy me a John Wayne,
Dirty Harry or James Bond movie, I‟ll spill my Milo.
These films were cultural retreads at the time of their
release. They are about sexist, murderous, pathological
outsiders and, in the case of James Bond, one with acute
satyriasis.
Are they meant to be current role models for baby
boomer fathers?
The answer may be in the next catalogue telling my
family to buy me cheap booze for Father‟s Day. Do the
advertisers think that all fathers must have alcohol
problems with resulting memory loss? Are the old John
Wayne movies meant to be therapy to restore failing
memories, like playing Vera Lyn in nursing homes?
Then there‟s the catalogue telling my family they
should buy me sporting equipment. I remember David
McNicol‟s comment in his memoir, Luck’s a Fortune, that
all his school contemporaries who were good at sport
died young, while he remained the editor of The Bulletin
for years. Ronald Reagan, with his horse riding, still got
Alzheimer‟s and caused havoc by being the role model
for George Bush Junior.
Next was a book catalogue telling my family they
should buy me a book of war stories to feed my mind.
All fathers must have a pre-disposition for galloping
depression, and war stories must promote it.
If anything proves that advertisers want to kill fathers,
it‟s the gardening catalogue. It would make a Freudian
psychiatrist buy a lottery ticket with delight. It‟s full of
22

Father’s Day
__________________________________________________________________________

weapons of self destruction.
Among the Father‟s Day movies was The God
Father. When Marlon Brando died, it wasn‟t guilt that
killed him; it was the lethal garden environment.
What do the advertisers think the typical father is?
Do they think that the tribal generation who liked
Woodstock are going to be born again into John Wayne
loners in their old age?
Films used to be a communal experience. They
were a mini-Woodstock on every Saturday afternoon,
with Jaffa throwing. Now they are isolating privacy
devices.
We should be worried about Dad in his shed on
Father‟s day afternoon, with his alcohol, new gardening
tools and watching his latest copy of The Great Escape.
He might start his tunnel again.
For Mother‟s Day the advertisers appointed Alan
Jones to recommend films for mother, such as
Spartacus. Perhaps the advertisers should find a new
guru, Bronwyn Bishop, for example, to sell films for
Father‟s Day. Would she recommend Nelson Eddy and
Janette McDonald for Dad?
I don‟t need another copy of John Wayne. That‟ll be
the day when I can‟t find my copy of The Searchers.
My memory loss has not reached its tipping point, to
use Kevin‟s phrase.
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The Hoarder – Esther Bartulovich
____________________________________________________________________________

The sadness tries to touch her but it can't, she has
surrounded herself with beauty and it protects her. It is
her armour. She touches the soft silks, the glittering
jewels and they bring her joy, a joy that holds the
sadness at bay.
She has no need of love with all its complications, nor
words of kindness or companionship. She has gathered
millions of words on treasured parchment and she
touches them lovingly and they soothe her. She has the
finest perfumes, exotic and mysterious. She has gowns
of the finest silk and shoes of the softest leather, in all
colours of the rainbow. They stand ready for her but she
wears them nowhere.
She has the finest food although her appetite has
faded and many times she looks with little interest at the
sumptuous feast she has prepared. It sits untouched, for
hours.
She avoids the gaze of others; they bring no comfort
or understanding.
The icy fingers of fear reach out for her, try to touch
her, but she wraps herself in blankets of the softest wool
and they can't touch her. She has made herself a little
cave deep in the womb of her treasures and from there
she looks out at the wondrous kingdom she has
amassed.
The other looms like a dark cloud and asks,
„Is this life lived; fulfilled?‟
She can feel the heaviness of the words.
„What would you know?‟ she answers.
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The Hoarder
__________________________________________________________________________

The other surveys the gathered garbage: the old
dresses and shoes, the furniture scavenged from many
places, the bits of coloured glass, the old newspapers
piled in heaps almost head high.
The other
looks around at
the unused
shower recess
piled high with
soiled paper
and the
excrement that
surrounds it,
the uneaten
food in the
kitchen,
crawling with
vermin.
The other
tries not to
breathe too
deeply – the
crust of mould
and mildew
permeates the
unit with a foul smell.
„Is this life?‟ The other asks again.
„What would you know,‟ she replies, and retreats
into her Aladdin's cave of wonders.
Image: Millie Joans
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Jazz – Luke Rule
____________________________________________________________________________

I used to love Jazz, but now I‟ve learnt to hate it. If I was
going to blame anyone, I'd blame Emily (tenor sax). Or
maybe Lydia (piano). They were the first, the ones that
the others would have flocked around. Of course, they'd
both blame me, but mutual blame is an important part of
the healing process. I think.
Regardless, I can't stand Jazz anymore. I intimately
understand the differences between Bebop, Neo-Bop
and Post-Bop. I've got milk crates filled with vinyl –
Parker, Davis, Monk and Mulligan – but I can't stand to
listen to any of it. It's been ruined for me, taped off by
lines of memory and association. Ever since I found out
about the Sirens. They're everywhere, singular and
collective, stray notes of feeling swaying out from doors
and alleyways.
They started as a few isolated female soloists. The
sound of a piano floating out of a bar at closing time. A
saxophone humming in a railway tunnel. Buskers and
nighthawks, playing little snatches of familiar songs.
But eventually they found each other, joined together.
I watched the Sirens grow from a quartet to a quintet to a
sestet. At last count, they had enough for a 16 piece big
band and still growing. The single notes rose into a flood.
Of course, I was put on the door for all their shows.
I was the one thing they had in common, other than the
Jazz. The only real criterion for acceptance into the
Sirens is you have to be my ex-girlfriend.
The definition of 'ex-girlfriend' is somewhat loose. I
only ever went out for dinner with Julie, Julia and
Julianne (first, second, and third trombone) once or twice
each. It was enough to make an impression, I suppose.
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Jazz
__________________________________________________________________________

Their original name was the Dave is a Jerk Big Band
before they thought the Sirens would have more crossmarket appeal. And once it began, they started to exert
their own pull. Susan (drums) was the first one to
actually leave me for the band. „It's not about you,‟ she
explained to me, „it's about the music.‟
So yes, I can't listen to Jazz anymore without
hearing how I never washed dishes in a clarinet solo,
about my performance in bed in a particular drum beat.
It's everywhere, flowing like honey out of car stereos,
the air heavy with sound. My flaws are inescapable.
Emily knocked casually on my door one morning. I
said she looked good. She smirked and said, „I know.‟
The band was getting unwieldy, she told me. There
were issues in organisation. „What we need is a new
approach.‟
I asked her, why me? „Because you're the jerk who
gave us a communal identity. Before we were all
individuals, and now you've given us a label. It's your
responsibility.‟
The past can't be helped, I suppose. Where once
were women, all I saw now was a sequence of little
tragedies. So I stand with a baton in my hand, five
nights a week on a national tour, leading the symphony
of my wrongs.
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Re-Fractured Gold – Julie Patterson
____________________________________________________________________________

I watch her overhead
Taut and tense
Golden orb night weaver
Tendrils spread out like a latent bird in flight.
Morning light catches the dew drops
A glint of gold amongst the fog
The wires are a buzzin‟
But no one answers the call.
I cup my hands and breathe on them
Condensation fills the space
There‟s a chill in the air
And I‟m such a long way from home.
The sun breaks through like a gospel choir
Is there a riddle in all of this?
I put on my coat and shake off the ridiculous.
My shoes feel frozen
My thoughts don‟t move
Give me five to revive
Retrieve the moment then discard it.
The threads above move
The spider waits patiently to find another‟s end
But it‟s another day another hunger
Empty nets she has cast.
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I feel like her you know
Web woved and held in place
Waiting for the feast
So scared of tomorrow
And tired of today.
I poke at the dying fire
tiny embers flick and fade
I need to move past this refrain
I say goodbye to my friend and wish her luck
There‟s really nothing else to say.

Image: J. Douglas
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Just to have her, just to have her near
Kathleen Steele ______________________________________________________
Francine took refuge from the late-afternoon sun under a
sagging tree at the back of the squat. She closed her eyes and
leaned her head on the cool, rough bark of the trunk. On the
other side of the courtyard, a door flew open, the handle
scattering shards of brick and mortar across the cement when
it slammed into the wall. Francine sighed and opened her
eyes. The girl she knew as Missy watched from the doorway
for a moment, before walking loose-hipped and street-wise
toward the tree.
Missy‟s heels echoed off the red-brick walls as she
approached, giving the eerie impression of a courtyard filled
with a legion of approaching Missys in staccato heels.
Francine‟s face tightened in anticipation.
Missy stopped and looked the older woman up and down.
„You still hanging around, eh? I told you before there‟s
nobody can help you here. Why don‟t you get back where you
belong?‟
Francine felt the return, unbidden, of a past life. Greenwich
lawns and tennis courts crowded her thoughts, alongside later
memories of averted faces and polite withdrawals. She wanted
to tell Missy that belonging had nothing to do with geography,
but the girl‟s milky eyes repelled confidences. Missy lifted her
arm against the sun and shaded her eyes.
Francine winced. Seeing Missy‟s eyes like that, in the
shadow of her arm, was like looking into the eyes of the dead.
Francine tracked the march of the needle along Missy‟s
underarm. The girl dropped her arm and glared. She spat on
the ground near Francine‟s feet and wandered toward the
street.
Francine squared her shoulders and entered the squat.
Once inside, she knelt beside prone bodies and murmured her
question: the same one, over and over. Some retreated into
themselves. Others kicked and threw punches, or told her to
piss off back to the suburbs where she belonged. Francine
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kept her voice calm and soothing and tried to stop thinking
about the worst places her daughter, Brenda, might be after
five, long years. She visited every room in the building before
halting in the deserted stairwell to burst into sudden, furious
tears. She stopped as suddenly as she started, blew her
nose on the underside of her skirt and returned to the street.
By the time Francine reached King‟s Cross it was
already dark. She stumbled through sightseers, prostitutes
and trannies, and tried to remember the kind of mother she
had been, but the image was too slippery to hold. Francine
wanted to find Brenda and tell her that it would be more than
enough now just to have her, just to have her near.
A bouncer standing brace-legged and cocky outside a
club caught Francine‟s eye and murmured, „Come on in –
you know you want to.‟
She veered away, caught a glimpse of a familiar halfsmile in the crowd and called out, „Brenda!‟
A girl with haunted eyes sidestepped her touch. Francine
dropped her hand. Of course it wasn‟t Brenda. She wouldn‟t
be fifteen any more.
Francine stopped on the corner and watched
businessmen in sleek cars stream endlessly through the
intersection, their dashlight-green faces turned blindly toward
the safety of the suburbs. Somewhere behind her, in the
neon darkness of King‟s Cross, men fought. She stepped
back, and let the crowd carry her away from the sounds of
boots and fists on flesh. On the footpath across the road, she
saw a young woman turning out the pockets of a drunk while
silent shadows watched and waited. Francine hesitated; of
course it couldn‟t be Brenda.
She pushed her way to the edge of the path and looked
both ways before stepping onto the road.
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Sacred – Mihaela Cristescu
____________________________________________________________________________

IN ILLO TEMPORE

I used to walk towards the hospital
for listening to
the white music and
the colorless drops.
That was the time
when I wrote poetry.
CIPHER

I accept your gift:
a green shawl
to befriend my heart:
tassels of delicate silk
for each thought.
Start counting them,
one after another,
to see, eventually,
how many times I loved you.
HIEROPHANY

This telephone device ringing annoyingly
and subtle,
recognizes you
when you tell me
you love me.
Images: Luminita Serbanescu
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AB INITIO

I live through another life,
in a sphere of heavy ether,
by the sufficient
necessity
of watching eternity
in instants.
AXIS MUNDI

Your bed is clean and white:
sleep sweet until morning.
I am watching you while reading
– how many times? –
about the Dalmatians.
You‟re asking me:
„Mami, does God ever sleep in His bed?‟
CONJUGAL

Talk to me.
Say nothing coming near me.
I shall not betray your confidence.
IMAGO MUNDI

They say I should dig the Earth to find you.
They say my child will die without me.
Oh, dear!
I prefer to live
without geography.
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The Only Virgin There – Norm Fairbairn
____________________________________________________________________________

In youth she suffered
Sister Beatrice‟s “health” classes
Not cleverly disguised as
Virtue comparisons between Doris Day types
And those fallen women
Surrendering their virtue
To alcohol
And empty promises
On cold vinyl rear seats
Of cars with massive fins.
Lost somewhere, her hardcover schoolbooks
Of yellowing pages showing modest women all
Chiselled-on smile and starched aprons
Displaying proudly the wedding band
On a hand laid gently on a Californian-poppied spouse
With obligatory pipe.
In adolescence she suffered
The crooked index finger
Protruding outwards from her grandmother
Who lectured, „Your virtue is a treasure,
And you wouldn‟t give away a treasure cheaply now
Would you?‟
So by womanhood
Her course was set,
No movie idols hung from walls
No longing for gyrating stars.
She‟d learnt well
To spot the ulterior motive
In every invitation to dance
Every outstretched hand
Continued p.36
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Every perfunctory kiss –
She was no fool.
She‟d been taught about men
Their one track minds
And a dirt track at that,
Her micrometre membrane
Safe behind a wall of steel will.
And there it stayed
Behind a virtue never straying
And an inch-thick window,
Potential lovers flowing past
Dressed in dinner suits or denim.
She was a weak old gaggle of bones
In a terri towelling nightgown
When they found her, on her bed
Abandoned by the disloyal cat
Surrounded by her Barbara Cartlands.
Subsequent to God scooping her up
Though admiring her virtuous resolve
But not really caring one way or the other,
Surprised, she entered heaven
Expecting the whitest shroud of all
Only to discover
Every woman there had one
Of equal brilliance.
The angels sighed
For folly learned too late
And being eternally considerate
To her feelings
God never had the heart to tell her
She was the only virgin there.
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Not the Kind of Woman – Jenny Trimboli
____________________________________________________________________________

You‟re not the kind of woman who goes on blind dates but
here you are feeling stupid, but still curious to meet this
stranger. Jane said you could have a lot in common. You think
you‟re unique and can‟t quite believe in a man who is on your
wave length. You think he‟d have to be an altruistic saint.
Would it be that dopey looking guy at the corner table?
No, not possible, it couldn‟t be a match. You think it‟s the
fellow in the suit, looks good but no, much too old for you.
Wait, who‟s this coming toward you? Well, maybe he‟s the
one. Tall, nice shirt and he does have hair. Well girl you could
have got lucky, but hang on, you didn‟t really want this or, did
you?
You‟re seated and he tells you his name is Patrick. Irish?
No he‟s no Murphy. Townsend would you believe and he‟s an
accountant. He tells you he has tickets to the Opera on
Tuesday, and it‟s a Verdi. You know Jane‟s been revealing
your likes, and you wonder if she‟s told him much about your
dislikes or even your antipathies. You wonder how old he is
but if he doesn‟t tell you won‟t disclose yours, but Jane‟s
probably let the cat out of the bag anyway.
He tells you he‟s been married, no kids and safely
divorced now – very tidy. He looks like a tidy man. What does
he know about your back-story, probably not too much or he
wouldn‟t be here. Friends always paint you in a positive light
when they want to match you with a prospective mate. You
wonder why friends bother. Is it because they feel sorry for you
or because they see you, an unattached female, as a threat to
their own happiness? Jane has her hands full with that sleazy
Walter but her marriage is safe with you – you‟d knee him in
the groin if he didn‟t keep his wandering hands away from you.
You thought that after all the shenanigans with Lou that
you‟d never want anything to do with another man, but maybe
Jane knew you better than you did yourself. You‟re surprised
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at the way you‟re responding to Patrick, you‟ve actually agreed
to the Opera date. Well, it will take your mind off fronting up to
court to fight for some of your assets. Messy divorces are hell
on earth. You came to the marriage owning the house your
parents left you and now you have to fight to get even half and
the barrister charges $300 an hour, more when he appears in
court for you.
You‟re amazed but thrilled at how quickly you and Patrick
have become an item. You had misgivings but allowed him to
slip a great rock of a diamond ring on your finger six weeks
after you met. You still have that court to face but what the hell
– you‟re an object of desire not the sad cow Lou called you.
Trouble, Lou‟s hurt himself, wrote off his car. They‟re
saying he won‟t work again. He doesn‟t appear in court. His
barrister has a new line – because you‟re able to work they
say you don‟t need the house as much as Lou. The court
awards you the $20,000 you had in the joint bank account and
gives the house to Lou. $20,000 won‟t even satisfy the
barrister.
You tell your fiancé expecting sympathy, but you feel a
cool breeze blowing in your direction.
„Nothing! You‟ve finished with nothing!‟
What‟s he trying to tell you? Ah, now you get it. He thought
you were worth something – something material you mean.
He doesn‟t call you. You figure it‟s all over. He leaves a
message on your answering machine – Could you please
send back the ring.
No way buster.
You‟re going to keep the ring. You reckon, after another
skunk has let you down, you‟ve earned it.
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The Scepticism of Dreaming – Mark Jackson
__________________________________________________________________________

We‟ve lost the legends that forged our ambitions,
lost faerie tales in a child‟s forgotten mind,
let children grow into organised structures
and denied the opium of the fathers behind.
Avalon lies in delicate pages,
recounted by historians as based in no fact,
and Heaven is dying a cancerous death
with each innocent ending on a battle raged tract.
The kamikaze has been stifled, the dragon‟s breath
held,
Kublai Khan merely fell in Japan,
investigations have punctured and removed all enigma,
and left tales of the failures of man.
We are left to dream only terrestrial dreams,
of houses built on compliant foundations,
secured by mortgages secured by safe jobs,
and paid for by mute indignation.
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My Time – Luke Carman
____________________________________________________________________________

My mother sent me a message that said, „Come and see
me for lunch,‟ so I drove toward the west and wondered
aloud if I was wasting my time. Then I remembered my
Buddhist training, specifically the time we were sitting in
my master‟s study, which looked like the inside of a very
simple portaloo, and he lent into a downward-facing dog.
I said, „Master, I feel that this training is an expensive
waste of time.‟ He replied, „Luke, you‟re my worst
student, you never remember anything I tell you and you
hardly ever pay me. But I want you to remember this
always; time is an infinite quantity.‟ He later died of an
overdose of Zoloft. As all the world is a distraction
perhaps, I drove on toward my mother, in my master‟s
light, saying „Ce Sera‟ to myself as I drove on toward the
west.
The roads were straight and narrow; the day was
wide and bright. I shuddered off the M4 and onto Church
Street. Parramatta was full of its midday rumble, and
Silverwater trucks clogged the main roads as business
folk crowded the cafes and homeless troupes
congregated about on the streets all sweating in the heat
and looking forlorn. I parked illegally and negotiated
through the populace.
Mum was waiting for me, in an empty coffee shop;
her cup empty too but for a trace of chocolate coloured
froth. She looked sad and her face was gentle as I kissed
her. Her fingers touched my cheek and the wild blonde of
her hair radiated light like a halo.
She said, „I dreamt about Grandma again, she
warned me someone is trying to get in touch with her,
trying to be with her on the other side – that I need to
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tell them not to.‟
I ordered a coffee and my mother sent a text
message to my brother.
„Who‟s the person, Luke? Is it you. Are you thinking of
killing yourself again?‟ She asked me with her voice calm
and her age heavy under burning blue eyes.
I said, „It‟s hot in here, we should have sat outside.‟
She nodded her head and my coffee was placed on
the table by a man with tattooed forearms. I didn‟t see his
face. One tattoo read, Cry now, laugh later.
My mother was sweating. She said, „Your aunt went
into surgery the other night. They saved her life. Her
throat was clogged with tumours and they hurt. Now it‟s
clogged with scars and it still hurts. I thought maybe it
would be her that wanted to die. But I wasn‟t convinced.
I needed to ask you, and your brother.‟
I drank and sighed and said, „Do you remember last
Mothers‟ Day, we went to Grandma‟s grave, and Adam
looked at her headstone and said, „So that‟s all you get
out of 89 years.‟ And then you went, „I wish we could all
just climb in with her, and go to sleep.‟ And all three of us
agreed without a word that life is a meaningless war of
deep delusions and that death is the only salve?‟
She thought about it for a moment and said, „No.‟ But
of course she was lying.
I drank my coffee down. We watched the people go
by, for almost an hour. Then, wiping my eyes, I kissed
her goodbye, waved a few times and drove back to my
home in St. Peters. I sat in the courtyard of the house,
reading my death letter over again. I said to myself, „Time
is an infinite pain.‟ And closed my eyes for a while.
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____________________________________________________________________________

Have you ever noticed how, after a while, a sound can
become „white noise‟? Like the sound of crickets in the
summer or the gurgle of rain along the guttering, sounds you
only notice when they stop. So it was with Ann‟s breathing.
I arrive at the hospital around noon and the sound fills the
room. The steady, rhythmic sound of Ann‟s breathing in that
small room is palpable.
„I‟m here Ann, I‟m with you
now,‟ I say, as I lean over the bed
to kiss her forehead and although
she is unconscious I believe she
hears me. I sit beside the bed and
listen to Ann breathe. This is the
third time in the last few weeks I‟ve
been called to Ann‟s side, to come
and bid her farewell. I knew on
those occasions that Ann was not
ready to go. This time, as I listen
and watch her chest suck air in
and then push it out I know there
will be no reprieve for us today.
By mid-afternoon the sound
has become a part of my existence. It is when my friends
arrive and they hear it for the first time that it becomes loud in
my ears again. They go to Ann. One kisses her on the cheek
as she gently strokes her hand back across Ann‟s brow and
over the little hair that remains after the chemo-therapy; the
other kisses her forehead as she tenderly cups in one hand
the side of Ann‟s face, shrunken and ravaged by the insidious
disease that has brought us all to this place. They stand and
gaze down on her as we listen to her breathe. We embrace
and sit, and then the sound slowly recedes as we begin to
reminisce about the times we have shared with Ann.
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As each new person enters the room they are struck by
the sound and once more it takes precedence, but we all have
stories to share, our Ann stories that send the sound back to
white noise.
There is a chair beside the bed that we seem to take turns
occupying, to be as close as possible to Ann. When I have that
seat and hold her lovely hand and gaze upon her dear face,
the conversation fades and the sound of her breathing
becomes almost tangible, as if I‟m in a sealed chamber with
Ann and the sound. Then, as much as I want to stay, I must
relinquish my seat so someone else may sit close to her. I talk
about the halcyon days and share them with the others, but
only a few in the room, friends of my heart like Ann, really
know the Ann of my stories.
At midnight some drift from the room but my friends and I
stay with Ann. Every so often I reach out and touch one of
them, just for a moment, or one of them will touch me, almost
afraid that too much contact will cause us to fall apart but able
to give and receive strength from each fleeting, gentle caress.
But I want to fall apart! I want to scream „SOMEBODY COME
AND FIX THIS BLOODY MISTAKE!‟ But there is no fix.
As the new day begins we turn off the overhead lights, and
perhaps because we are accustomed to quiet in the early
hours, we speak in hushed tones. We listen to that unaltered
sound.
Then it stops.
We look towards Ann as she drags another breath into her
poor, wasted body. Someone runs for the others and they
arrive as Ann exhales her last shuddering breath. A different
sound fills the room now: grief. I sit beside Ann, take her hand
and quietly say the twenty-third psalm; then I kiss her
goodbye. Oh, Ann, we were all supposed to grow old together,
silly old sheilas having a ball.
Image: L. Le‟ Vano
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Rookwood University: Closing Time
Patricia Weerakoon________________________________________________
„Professor Abraham, you should switch the light on sir. There‟s
no need to work by gas lamps you know.‟
The young man wearing a white coat and large plastic gloves
limped through the anatomy laboratory wiping down the tables
and transferring sundry body parts into large oval boxes. The left
side of the young man‟s face bore a large scar from forehead to
chin; he dragged his useless right leg as he moved. He turned his
good right eye on the old professor with the long white beard and
long straggly hair standing at the dissection table.
„You run along Martin, I want to finish matching these body
parts before I retire. Most inconvenient it is when they are not
matched. Most inconvenient.‟ Professor Abraham shook his
head, setting his skullcap askew and dislodging his horn-rimmed
glasses.
„This lady,‟ he squinted at the red label tied to a leg lying on
the table, „is named Sally. She is missing a right arm and...‟ he
picked up a large hairy, obviously male, pelvis, „look what they
put in with her!‟
„Sir.‟ Martin was annoyed. They kept telling him to run along,
all these old fogies, couldn‟t they see his bad leg? „You have to
stop now, sir. Remember how angry the Provost was last week?
When you didn‟t close the lab in time?‟
Professor David Abraham ignored Martin and bent over the
body parts on the table. Time, time – who cares about time when
there are important things to get done? Work, research,
administrative duties – all the things he and only he could do.
Things he had to do before it was too late.
They had all been like that. They always wanted to keep him
from working. His wife whining, „David, you cannot work on the
Sabbath, it is forbidden.‟ And his daughter Salome coming home
with her boyfriend – a gentile dog: „Father, I have seen the light,
the Sabbath doesn‟t matter. Let‟s go out and have a picnic.‟
Professor Abraham turned off the gas lamp. He groaned as
he picked up the leg and pelvis. Grumbling about the pain in his
back, he shuffled towards the oval, wooden storage box.
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The raucous mechanical trumpet stopped Professor
Abraham in his tracks. He froze, staring at the midnight blue,
shiny monster with a wide silver mouth. The eyes of the
monster, glowing gold, were set in line with its mouth. It
trumpeted at him again, and then menacingly spread one wing.
Martin came limping over and grabbed his coat.
„We got to get out of here, Professor.‟
.............

The mist clung stubbornly to the treetops and bushes in winter.
Dr Roger Williams drove slowly, enjoying the soft purr of the
2010 model Subaru Liberty. He had an early start in the
laboratory today. The campus would be quiet. He eased the car
into second and turned his headlights on full as he cruised
along the winding narrow road.
Suddenly he saw them. Shadowy figures in the mist.
Early morning walkers – can’t they get to the side of the road!
Image: L. Le’ Vano
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Instinctively he blew the horn then braked. Right in the middle
of the road was a silver-haired, bearded man wearing a white lab
coat. He looked very pale, his eyes dilated and staring. He held a
leg and a pelvis in his arms.
A chill ran through Dr Williams – he recognized the red tag on
the leg as an anatomy identification label from the Australian
Pacific University laboratory. A young man with a huge gash on
the left side of his face was tugging the old man by the sleeve.
An accident! Damn these drag racers. Was no place sacred?
„Are you okay?‟ He called as he flung open the car door and
leap out.
But he was standing alone in the Suburu‟s bright headlights,
the mist swirling around him. He felt the hair on the back of his
neck stand on end. Hesitantly he walked forward. He could swear
he smelled formalin. His foot struck a marble block.
Dr Roger Williams looked down at the plaque and read:
Professor David Abraham Emeritus Professor Of Anatomy.
1810-1900. Beloved husband and father.
This world is just a corridor in front of the next world.
Prepare yourself in the hallway before you enter the main hall.
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WHEREFORE ART
THOU AUDIENCE?
Kathleen Steele
You wake at two am with
a brilliant idea burning a
hole in your brain. You
reach for your trusty
notebook and scribble down
some lines – you can tell
they have potential. The idea
percolates over the
following days, until you try
to recapture what excited
you out of your sleep in a
furious, first draft. Your
‘idea’ evolves; it’s more than
disjointed words and
sentences now. You play
with it, adding bits here,
taking away bits there. You
invest considerable energy,
and perhaps write a
sentence that sets your
blood roaring every time
you re-read, or a phrase so
clever, you can hardly resist
marvelling at your own
audacity. At this point, you
are officially in love. Love is
not a bad place to be, but it
is invariably cocooned in
self-regard. Now is the time
to distance yourself from the
blinding perfection of your
loved one. Put it aside and

start thinking about your
‘implied reader’ and your
actual audience’, and how
you, the author, intend to
address them.
An implied reader is the
type of reader a writer
imagines might read their
work whilst they are writing
it. For example, an author
who wishes to have their
work published for
children’s reading sessions
at libraries is unlikely to
submit a philosophical essay
on the genre conventions of
fairytales; similarly, most
authors would be unlikely to
submit blood and guts
Horror to Woman’s Day. It is
obvious then, that the
implied reader and actual
audience can, and should be,
as similar as possible.
Bakhtin points out that
words and sentences lack
the “quality of being
directed or addressed to
someone.”1 They are, he
believes, mere units that
“belong to nobody and are
addressed to nobody.”
Mikhail Bakhtin, ‘The Problem of
Speech Genres’, (1953); repr. Modern
Genre Theory, ed. David Duff (Harlow:
Longman, 2000), pp.82-97
1
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Therefore, in order to
achieve true complexity
of communication there
must be, “a real author and
real addressees whom this
author perceives and
imagines.” 2
If considering your
audience is a worthwhile
exercise, then the first and
most obvious question to
ask must be, ‘Who is my
actual audience?’ If you
cannot answer this question,
it is time to re-read your
work with a critical eye.
What is its intention? Is it
pure entertainment, or is a
deeper purpose buried
beneath its easy-going
exterior? If entertainment is
the aim, who do you imagine
enjoying your work? At this
point, a clear picture of your
implied reader will be
invaluable. For example, will
your reader understand the
jokes your writing alludes
to, or the colloquialisms of
its characters? Is your
2

Bakhtin
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reader young or old? Does
your reader’s gender affect
the way in which the text
will be read?
If entertainment is
secondary to a deeper
purpose or message in your
work, you should still be
able to imagine a receptive
audience. Again, if you
cannot form a solid notion, it
is advisable to return to
your work and read it
critically. Does it actually
perform the task you have
set - is your purpose or
message clear? Is your
choice of language, structure
and tone consistent with the
message you are trying to
convey? Does your implied
reader form part of a select
group? For example, will
they need to possess
particular ethnic, cultural or
educational knowledge that
will assist their
understanding of your
writing?
Perhaps this exhausting
list of readerly qualities is
making you cry, but where
does my creative freedom fit
in? Although authors write
for a variety of different
reasons, most wish to either

publish or perform their
work when it is finished.
Considering your audience
shouldn’t necessarily
restrict creative freedom. On
the contrary, a deeper
understanding of your
implied reader should
encourage confident, honest
writing that isn’t afraid to
take risks, and open up new
areas for exploration that
may not otherwise have
occurred to you.
The trick, when
publishing or performing, is
to pitch to the right
audience. One of the best
examples of how the
pitching dynamic works (or
doesn’t!) is the wedding
speech: the most successful
are those that stick to the
immediate members and
family of the wedding party,
tell a funny anecdote or two,
toast the lucky couple and
sit down; the least
successful are those that
ramble at will amongst
little-known family history,
offer long-winded
dissertations on the
consolations of marriage,
and must finally, be

physically removed from the
microphone.
Considering the above
questions in relation to your
implied reader (or listener)
will not stifle creativity.
Rather, they will help you to
pitch your work to an
appropriate publication or
venue for spoken
performance: one where
your ideas and language will
no doubt resonate with an
appreciative audience.
This article was commissioned and is
not part of the competition (Ed.)

Image: Joanne Pedro
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A-Muse-ing – Juliann Wrightson
____________________________________________________________________________

I was dozing under my favourite tree when I heard a „Psst‟
from the nearby bushes. At first I thought it was the leaves
rustling in the breeze, but quickly decided I was wrong.
Someone was bombarding me with nuts and seeds. Irritated I
sat up.
‟Stop throwing stuff at me!‟
I looked about but there was no-one close by. I brushed off
the mess and repositioned myself on the rug.
When something hard bounced off my head, I scrambled
to my feet. I crept through the nearby grass and stopped at a
clearing by the water‟s edge but there was no-one to be seen.
Giving up, I sat on the ground and leaned against a boulder.
The sound of a clearing throat startled me. Turning, I came
face to face with an unusual creature. He was no taller than a
domestic cat and twirled a small stick like Charlie Chaplin. I
scrambled away and almost fell into the water when the edge
of the river crumbled beneath my feet.
The creature‟s oval head was topped with a swirl of yellow
hair, the colour of wild spring wattle. His large pointed ears
were alert and twitching. The creature was obviously agitated
and his slightly slanted eyes were glaring and giving me what I
interpreted as the evil eye.
„Why have you done nothing?‟
He hurled his stick at me like a javelin. I shifted my weight
and tripped, jarring my spine. His little stick went sailing past
and landed in the water with a small plonk.
„I have spoken to you many times, but did you listen? No.
You didn‟t.‟
The tips of his cheeks went a deep shade of red and I
swear I saw steam puffing from his ears. I wondered for a
moment if his head was going to explode. Instead, he jumped
off the boulder and kicked up a cloud of stinging dirt.
„What are you talking about?‟ I was getting concerned.
With impossible speed he closed the gap between us,
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leaping onto my lap and flicking me hard in the middle of my
forehead.
„Man that hurt. What the hell is your problem?‟
I wanted to flick the little bugger back. We were nose to
nose. He smelt like dry earth with a hint of eucalyptus.
„Are you daft or something? Ideas. Hunches. Stories. You
know. Once Upon a Time, stuff like that.‟ He punched his
thumb into his chest. „They were my ideas and I gave them to
you. Do you know what you did with them?‟
I shook my head, desperately wanting him off me.
„What. What did I do?‟
„Nothing!‟
He pinned his ears back and his lower lip trembled. A tear
slid from his sad olive eyes. I must have looked completely
blank because he sighed and rolled his eyes throwing his
hands in the air.
„I‟m your muse you fool. I‟m your frigging muse!‟
He brushed himself down and marched off mumbling
something about always getting stuck with the idiots and why
me. I wasn‟t too sure if I was more freaked out about the fact
that I was hallucinating or that I actually had a muse and he
was talking to me. Deciding to just go with it, I went after him.
„Wait. Are you really my muse?‟
He stopped and nodded.
„Every artist has a muse, you just have to listen.‟ He lightly
tapped his ear, emphasising his point.
„This is so cool! Do you have a name?‟
„My name is Gillermond,‟ he said and formally bowed
„Lovely to meet you Gillermond,‟ I said, bowing back. ‟If I
promise to listen to you more, will you still help me to write?‟
For a moment I thought he was going to leave. Instead he
nodded and gestured for me to follow.
„Come. We have lots to do. I have an idea and it is the
best one yet.‟
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Dedicated to Denis Kevans

from the seed springing
the roots of trees pulse a path
through the strongest stone
entwined inextricably
in love‟s dance – you and I
meadow sunlight…
leaves tremble in the breeze
dragonflies glide
on love‟s warm currents
I tremble at your touch
wildflowers
in a jam jar
by your door –
my colour-clad messengers
to welcome the wanderer
azaleas in Spring
a spider bridges the gap
between two branches –
the way we weave in and out
of each other‟s lives
photo on the web
a map of your face
with my cursor
I trace the tracks of our love
from half a world away
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his empty house
the floor tessellated
with manuscripts
each a chrysalid poem –
his doors padlocked against thieves
since your passing
Earth turns once around the sun
last night
I read your poems of love
to the rain's soft tattoo
leaves crunch underfoot
morning dew on bare branches
does the falling leaf
grieve for the loss of its tree
as I grieve for you?

OUR ARTISTS & ILLUSTRATORS (see also P. 46)
Jacqui Douglas (Left: self portrait) is a retired
community artist and writer who has provided key
art work and design for NWG Inc since its
inception. Joanne Pedro (Grieve) has provided
many images for NWG Inc: on-line, and in our
print zines. Luminita Serbanescu is an architect
who has returned to her first love, painting. Born in Transylvania,
relocated to Canada, she has illustrated Sacred. Millie Joans is
currently working on a web comic to be released early 2011.
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So when I went out of the bathroom I knew that no-one was
there.
So I went out naked, dripping wet, it didn‟t matter.
So I was surprised when I was decapitated by the ceiling fan.
So I was upset when I was castrated by the bread knife.
So it was very hard to understand when I was disembowelled
by the corkscrew.
When the television curled up inside my vacant abdomen,
it was not only extremely uncomfortable but it was also
incredibly hard to watch the six o‟clock news.
Only then did I realise my error in purchasing at a heavily
discounted price the wide screen TV that was all the fashion.
The linoleum spinning, coiled round my feet, I tripped and fell.
Retarded, I threshed on the floor raising weeks of unswept
dust
curling up in hurricanes, gouging emptiness into the walls.
Disturbed cockroaches fled in plagues to the safety of my only
safe ear lobe
with a flower pot hanging metallically by an ear-ringed
mutilation.
The abdominal TV was vomited in my terror through a torn
oesophagus
while its news presenter sprayed litres of insect spray on the
forty-thousand cockroaches nestling cosy by my eardrum.
Only then did I notice that I could not notice what I noticed
because the notice was pinned far away in the kitchen on the
fridge.
The kitchen, my enemy, scalded me with its water, burnt me
with its stove
and soaked me in the chatter and clatter of frying pans and
saucepans.
Sugar stirred cunningly in every sweet delight in the pantry
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in an unflattering eagerness to rush me into a diabetic
extreme.
The power of the fatty food and the lure of the lounge
sent me spiralling into inaction, baldness and middle age,
severed from my reality by an unkind addiction to a
comfortable life in a suburban brick and tile lawn-mowed
masquerade,
in a piteously unwanted prosthetic of a globally embedded
city, flamboyant in fashion‟s leading skirts.
And the notice, it went coldly, refrigerated as it were in
temperatures Antarctic.
It told me its ol‟ story, flapping beneath a dreary plastic
butterfly magnet:
buy some milk, put the cat out, duck when the ceiling fan
spins,
sweep the floor, spray the cockroaches, mow the lawn,
avoid the knives and the corkscrew and don‟t turn on the TV.
I replaced my head and my balls, and other bits and pieces
wherever they fitted best.
I coerced the TV back to its allotted place, and pontificated to
all household items to be reconfigured to suit the decor.
So I went back into the bathroom naked, dripping wet, it
didn‟t matter, I knew that no-one was there.
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The ghost of a little girl stares out from the canvas. Her dress
is paisley and short; pale hair falls in curls from pigtails tucked
behind her ears. Sunlight reflects in her eyes, sparkling delight
evident within her entire being. Flower petals drift around her
green-stained knees, some falling over toes that dig into grass.
Her fingers stretch outwards, reaching for an embrace that will
never come.
I don't remember painting this.
The canvas is dry but the paint is still fresh. My palette and
brushes lie in the sink –– tools clean and smooth and ready for
use again. One brush lies apart from the others: dried paint
climbing up the handle, vibrant blue still clinging to the bristles.
That brush…
My hopes for an artistically inclined son were dashed the
first time he picked up a pencil and quickly tossed it aside in
favour of a soft ball to throw at the cat.
The toy paintbrush had been my last hope. A trawl through
second-hand markets resulted in the child's tool. I hadn't even
intended to visit the stalls that day and I took the appearance
of the colourful brush as a sign that my hopes would not be
dashed this last time.
Maybe…
The faded red and neon yellow plastic initially fascinated
my son. Then he shoved the bristles in his mouth before
dropping it on the ground beside the empty butcher's paper
and toddling off for a more interesting toy.
I gave up. Perhaps not every dream can attain fulfilment.
The brush found a place among my own in the corner of my
studio – a splash of bright colour amidst glossy black wood
and shining white bristles.
Over the weeks since my hopeful purchase, I found myself
breaking away from my work to stare at the paintbrush.
Splashes of red and green appeared in my monochromes;
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shades and shadows warped in patterns that refused to
submit to the realism of a piece.
If simply observing the brush produced this effect on my
art, then what would occur if I used the brush? The painting
standing before me answers.
I'm not sure if I regret asking the question.
The little girl stares out at me, begging for affection. I want
to hold her to my chest and tell her about the amazing
wonders of the world. I want to smear bright paint all over the
grass and share in her joy.
I wonder if the paintbrush was hers. Was it a gift from her
mother? Did she spend rainy days inside at a child's easel
painting smiling faces and abstract animals? Did her mother
hold her brush steady, describing line and form as they
shared their art? Was she allowed to trace the faintest of
strokes over her mother's masterpiece to make it shine with
life and individuality?
I wonder if her mother couldn't bring herself to paint with
the brush her daughter left behind. I wonder if this was the
painting she had always wanted to create but could never
get right without her perfect model.
Laughter and movement streaking past distracts me from
thoughts of the little girl. A fresh breeze sneaks in through
the crack in my studio window. Outside, the air fills with high
pitched shrieks as my husband raises our son high and
spins. The soft ball they had been throwing around lies
forgotten as they enjoy a new game.
I leave the painting standing in the centre of my studio to
be treated later and make my way outside.
The ghost of a little girl continues to smile.
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It was the summer holidays and I was
fourteen. Minding our cows was a
welcome holiday chore. The boys
played and climbed trees and I read.
One day I went alone, with a
blanket and Cheaper by the Dozen for
company. I found the old shady gum
tree the boys usually climbed, spread
my blanket and lay down and relaxed. I
never climbed, I was too timid.
Above me were the gnarled,
twisted branches and a blue sky. In the balmy breeze small
tufts of cloud were moving like white woolly lambs, peacefully
grazing, as were the cows.
The idea came to me that this was my chance, no one was
watching me, I had to try. If the boys could climb, then why
couldn‟t I? It shouldn‟t be too hard; it looked easy enough
when they did it. A low branch was within reach. I grabbed
hold of it tightly. The brown, brittle bark crumbled under my
grasping fingers and tumbled down into my hair and eyes, but
with a heave and a mighty swing of the leg I made it. There I
sat now, like an oversized pigeon, on my precarious perch.
I gingerly manoeuvred myself into a more secure position.
This was a test of courage for me – a challenge, a conquering
of my fears – and it was success!
I had always been afraid of heights: not the ten metre
springboard diving height, but the third rung of the ladder type.
And here I was sitting in a tree! I glanced about. How
exhilarating to view the world from this lofty vantage point!
Then I looked down, down into the abyss. Far, far down below
me was terra firma. My muscles tightened strangely and moist
beads of perspiration formed on my forehead and trickled into
my eyes, one by one. Now I was clinging to the branches for
dear life, frozen, unable to move.
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I was stuck, stuck up a tree. What could I do? Shout?
Shouting was no use. I was smack bang in the middle of fifty
acres of paddock, alone with the cows. Should I wait? No
good, either. No one would come til the late afternoon, and it
was only eleven o‟clock. If I wanted to come down,
I would have to jump. Had I the courage? I steeled myself.
After all, it was only a short moment, and it was only two
metres down to the ground. Child‟s play – but this was me!
I took an imaginary run-up and a deep breath and jumped.
A sharp yank, a tug at my waist, and my downward journey
was suddenly arrested. My skirt had caught on a protruding
branch. It left me suspended – suspended in mid air – half
a metre from the ground, hanging by a thread, so to speak.
Was I to remain here now, swinging like a pendulum til
someone rescued me from this mortifying predicament? Would
I ever be able to live down the jokes?
A merciful God heard my fervent prayer. There was a
rasping tear, followed by a dull thud. The material had finally
given way and I landed hard. It sounded like one of the feed
bags being dropped off the delivery truck.
How glad and relieved I was now. Glad to be down again,
and relieved that no one had seen me. I could take this
unfortunate adventure with me to the grave. I vowed there and
then that from now on I would never ever again climb a tree.
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„Private J. Fraser‟. His name emblazoned across a khaki
duffle bag resting on his bed, his papers for Vietnam
folded neatly on top and his mother in the back room
sewing. John Fraser‟s morning was free until his
afternoon flight. He had said goodbye to his mates the
night before and again he made his way down the long
corridor of Underwood Street to the Grand National
Hotel. His farewell party had soon ran out of steam as
they said their awkward goodbyes and eased back into
their comfortable lives of plumbing, teaching and falling
asleep at university lectures. His friends, almost
suspicious of him now in his short hair and clipped
military talk. Their eyes were guarded and restless.
Iron Fleur de Lys decorated the top of the railings in
the small yards, and sinews of sandstone sediment
wound themselves around the front doorsteps and curbs
of his Paddington street. He dropped in to say goodbye
to some of the mothers who had adopted him in that tight
group of friends he had known since a child.
After his father had been killed on a windswept
mountain in Korea, John and his mother had been
adopted by their neighbours. Their kindness and strength
saw John through his childhood and teenage years.
Doors to tiny terraces opened and there were hugs,
his crisp dress uniform freckled with black teardrops as
they sobbed at the street‟s only conscript. Their aprons
dusted with flour from baking that morning, hair tied back.
Others stopped sweeping the dull tiled verandas that
defined their existence in what was now a crowded city.
His mate‟s parents went to see his mother. A picture
of John‟s late father in an identical khaki uniform and
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slouch hat stared down from the mantelpiece. They could
not help but see a remarkable likeness to his son now
heading off to another foreign land.
John landed again at the hotel, its dark interior
framed with pictures of racehorses and successful
golfers. The only two men drinking glanced at him and
turned their backs as soon as they saw his uniform. The
pub dog sniffed the smell of nugget and starch and
recoiled too. The barman looked up. There was a dim
flicker of recognition. Here was one of his regulars
looking so different. He passed him a small smile and a
wave then turned his attention to the till.
John decided a drink was not a good idea and was
now suddenly eager to see the rest of the men in his
platoon. He was nervous and wanted to get the day over.
He turned down the sandstone steps. The short walk
back up the street to his mother‟s small terrace took no
time. A crowd had gathered.
There, daubed on the front wall, the letters still wet
and dripping, was the word „murderer‟ in bright red paint.
His mother was standing crying with a few bewildered
neighbours, their arms around her, holding her
shuddering shoulders.
Turps and rags in hand they all worked to clean it off.
A faint red smudge remained and one went for some
paint to cover it.
Then the time came.
An all too brief hug from his mother, his slouch hat
and chin strap in place, John shouldered his duffle bag
and walked the street for the last time and turned to face
his war.
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A really lively magazine like HEAT can create the occasion for new
writing, a wish on the part of writers to write up to its standard. It
makes things happen. It creates its own scene. David Malouf

a year’s
subscription
to
HEAT
is
one of the
ZW prizes
provided by
the
Writing and
Society
Research
Group
University
of Western
Sydney.

www.giramondopublishing.com
www.uws.edu.au/writing_society/writing_and_society
http://giramondopublishing.com/heat
http://giramondopublishing.com/heatpoetryonline
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SOME GROUPS for WESTERN SYDNEY WRITERS
____________________________________________________________________________
Please note details can change. Check contacts for updates.

Auburn Poets and Writers: 3rd Wednesday of the month
6.30 - 9.30 pm, ACDN, 'Auburn Central', Shop P7B,
Cnr Park/Queen, 9649 5559 or manager@acdn.org.au
Blackheath Probus Writers’ Group: Monthly on Tuesday
10:00 am to 12:00 noon, Blackheath Golf Club.
Reg Reid: 6355 2376; rpr@cirruscomms.com.au
FAW Parramatta: 2nd Saturday of the month 12.30 pm
Top Floor, Parramatta Library, Civic Place, Parramatta.
Contact: Lyn Leerson 9639 8394; lynlew@optusnet.com.au
FAW Eastwood/Hills 1st Saturday 1.30 pm North Rocks
Senior Citizens‟ Room (all ages welcome) Cnr. Farnell and
North Rocks Roads, North Rocks Contact: Secretary Carmel
Summers, summers@tpg.com.au http://hillsfaw.webs.com
INFINITAS Bookshop SF, Fantasy, Horror
Shop 22 Civic Arcade, 48-50 George St, Parramatta
Ph: 9633 5682 Writers and book groups; on-line forums
www.infinitas.com.au
Kanimbla Writers' Group: Monthly on Thursday in members‟
homes, 9:30 am to 11:30 am Contact Reg Reid 6355 2376 or
rpr@cirruscomms.com.au
NSW Writers Centre www.nswwriterscentre.org.au
Grounds of Rozelle Hospital; Ph: 9555 9757
The centre co-ordinates a number of writers‟ groups.
NEW Writers Group Inc @ Parramatta
2nd & 4th Saturdays 3-5 pm at Mars Hill Café, 331 Church St.
Parramatta www.nwg-inc.com nwg_inc@yahoo.com.au
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Please note details can change. Check contacts for updates.

Poetry at the Pub - Blackburn’s Family Hotel
2nd Sunday 2:00-5:30 pm, 15 Parke St., Katoomba
Contact: Denis Rice Ph: 4782 6623; tdrice@pnc.com.au
www.katoombahotel.com.au
St Marys Community Creative Writing Group
Last Friday of the month 12:30 to 3:00 pm Ph: 9673 2169
St Marys Community Centre, Great Western H‟way/Mamre Rd
NEW Writers Group Inc @ Merrylands
1st and 3rd Saturdays 1:30 to 3:30 pm, Merrylands Library,
Cnr Miller & Newman Sts. www.nwg-inc.com
Jacqui Douglas Ph: 9632 2824 nwg_inc@yahoo.com.au
Westside Writers' Group: Fortnightly on Tuesdays, 6-8 pm
BYDS: 6-8 Bankstown City Plaza Bankstown, Ph: 9793 8324.
www.byds.org.au or chief editor Michael Mohammed Ahmad:
mohammed@byds.org.au All Western Sydney writers welcome!
Western Fringe Songwriters Network: Last Sunday of
month 4.30-6.30 pm, Mars Hill Café, 331 Church St.,
Parramatta. Stewart Peters, Phone: 02 4787 7653
www.stewartpeters.com.au stewart@stewartpeters.com.au

Mars Hill Café... home of
great coffee, live music, art
& conversation. A cultural hub
for Western Sydney, MHC is
also home base for NWG Inc
and other community groups.
www.marshillcafe.com.au
331 Church St, Parramatta
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Gayle J. Barbagallo: Born in Sydney in 1952.
Married with four daughters, nine grandchildren. ˃
Esther Bartulovich: A story is a story is a story.
Where it comes from doesn‟t matter as long as it
touches you in some way.
Anne Benjamin: has recently turned to writing
fiction and poetry. She enjoys the company and
stimulation of other writers.
Luke Carman: is a man of his time, mostly. Every now and then,
he writes it down, temporarily, to last.
Elizabeth Craggs: writes technically at work, creatively at home.
˂ Lea Carswell: writer,
reader, wife, mum, step-mum
and a convinced, grateful
Christian.
Mihaela Cristescu: a
character who meets Hamlet
in The Waste Land. ˃
Kristie Davis: is a writer living in Blacktown, studying to become
a teacher.
steve duffy: lives in Penrith. Writes novels, plays, poems. Writes
and illustrates children‟s stories. A fanatical Geelong supporter.
Norm Fairbairn: began writing poems at age 7. Now 54 and still
learning. Published works in Writers Voice and FAW Anthologies.
Farid Farid: is a doctoral candidate at UWS and a spoken word
poet and performer.
Tara Farrugia: is 21 years old, has studied journalism and is now
studying teaching. Loves Jesus, loves fun and loves to write.
J. Hemsley: is a Western Sydney based visual artist and
occasional prose writer.
Lisel Herrmann: enjoys prose and poetry. She draws from her
migrant experience and the farming life of her parents.
Mark William Jackson: is a Sydney-based poet whose work has
appeared in various print and on-line journals.
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llona Krueger: has dabbled with writing over the years. Finding
enough time for all her ideas is the problem...
Paul O’Loughlin: Western Sydney resident with first collection of
(self-published) poetry in 2010.
Julie Patterson: writes, plays stringed things, sings, paints,
clicks photos but she won't dance.
Peter Porteous: is a writer and artist who
has been published in two literary journals. ˃
Emma Rule: is a writer, dancer and
choreographer.
Liz Rule: writes mainly poetry and some
songs, both words and music, and the
occasional short story.
Luke Rule: is a professional insomniac.
Pursues strange ideas and an education in
his spare time.
˂ Kathleen Steele: is currently working
on a novel. Published in various magazines
including ABR, Living Now, Skive, Ripples.
Morag Sutton: recognised locally for stories
and poetry, Morag has co-edited and written
for two Parramatta FAW anthologies.
David Toohey: is a retired Hospital Social Worker.
George Toseski: was born in Wollongong, grew up in Bankstown
and teaches English at UWS College.
Jenny Trimboli: is a member of Eastwood/Hills FAW and a
group leader for U3A for eight years.
Patricia Weerakoon: writes academic papers and recently,
romantic fiction with social conscience. This is her first short story
Winifred Wiebelitz: writer and award-winning visual artist.
Julieann Wrightson: is still new to the writing industry.
For artists bios, please see pages 46 & 53
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